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INTRODUCTION

The Château Laurier National Historic Site, was originally constructed in 1908-
1912 as Ottawa’s pre-eminent hotel, a title which it has arguably retained to this 
day.  It is the most visible of a handful of four-star hotels in Ottawa and is well-
equipped to host a wide range of accommodations, social events and public 
gatherings.  This historic place is much more than just an iconic hotel and its 
heritage.  Its place within its significant surrounding context and its public-at-
large recognition all reflect a broader role within the nation’s capital.

Since its original construction and as the property has evolved over time, the 
Château Laurier has developed key aspects that define the historic place’s 
character.  These elements, together with their interrelationships, should 
be well understood before building  modification concepts are developed.  
Further, the Château Laurier is located within the Capital’s most significant 
historic district, above the entrance locks of the Rideau Canal World Heritage 
Site, across from Parliament Hill National Historic Site, on Confederation Square, 
National Historic Site and overlooking Major’s Hill Park.  Urban and historic 
relationships within this significant and complex cultural landscape must also 
be well understood  before major intervention additions are developed.

MTBA has been retained by Capital Holdings Ltd. to prepare this Heritage 
Inventory and Context and to assist the design and development team for the 
proposed expansion of the building.  The majority of the change proposed to 
occur is at the north end of the property, in the area of the existing multi-storey 
parking garage which was added during the 1960s, adjacent to Major’s Hill Park.

CHÂTEAU LAURIER:  CHARACTER COMPONENTS

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE OTTAWA RIVER, RIDEAU CANAL & PARLIAMENT 
HILL
The Château Laurier rests atop the east wall of the flight of gateway locks of 
the Rideau Canal, with a significant pride of place above the 
Ottawa River.  The landscape of Major’s Hill Park exposes 
the open-ended north section of the hotel toward the 
mouth of the canal and the Ottawa River below.  The 
view from here is one of the most powerful views 
of the Parliamentary Precinct’s buildings and 
silhouette, with Major’s Hill Park, the 
Château Laurier and mouth of the 
Rideau Canal each contributing 
to Parliament’s east setting.  In 
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fact this is one of the most picturesque combinations of natural and built 
landscapes in the country.  Any changes to the north end of the hotel should 
consider the impact of modifications on a variety of scales, from relating to 
the Rideau Canal to the west, Major’s Hill Park to the north and to Mackenzie 
Avenue on the east (along with the “Mile of History” on Sussex Drive).  As well, 
this north parking garage location of the Château can be seen directly from 
Confederation Square and Parliament Hill National Historic Sites.  

The picturesque quality of the Château Laurier’s Château style roofscape relates 
well to the Gothic Revival roofscape and pavilions of Parliament Hill.  Although 
it’s facades are less articulated than those of Parliament Hill, the hotel’s honed 
Indiana limestone walls, copper roofing, its silhouette variation as it meets the 
sky and separation of the building from Parliament Hill  by the Canal cut allow 
the two compositions to relate to each other across the gap, contributing to a 
larger iconic Canadian view.  The Château Laurier’s role within the viewscapes 
of the Parliamentary Precinct and in all directions should be understood and 
addressed when considering modifications to the property.

The current parking garage is low in scale, finished in 
the same limestone as the rest of the hotel, buffered 
by the western terraces and 1 Rideau Street along its 
western edge and features architectural motifs like 
arch-topped openings on the west side (echoed by 
similar but bas-relief, arches currently shrouded by 
park vegetation on the north side) that provides 
a comfortable visual relationship with the 
Canal and a foundational visual volume 
for the north part of the hotel 
structure.  Finally, the public 
connections between 
Major’s Hill Park and the 
lower west terrace 
is a key existing 

element that 
is 
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intimately connected to the parking garage location.

CHÂTEAU STYLE FORM
Sharing a stylistic relationship with other railway hotels built during this period, 
the Château Laurier is massed and detailed using predominantly a Château 
style.  Characteristics of the “Château” style include an irregular silhouette, 
significant scale, steeply-pitched roofs, notable gable and dormer detailing, 
towers, turrets and a high level of durable material finishes.  All of the above 
elements are used to great effect, across the two main portions of the building, 
including the original south and west wings and the later east wing.  The 
flexibility of the architectural approach is illustrated in the ability for the overall 
composition to accept subtle modifications to the detailing from the original 
section to the later addition.  This is accomplished by employing the same 
stone and overall geometries to create an integrated composition while adding 
distinctive elements and detailing that were more of their own time.  

The use of the Château style is not slavish.  There are also Gothic Revival and 
Mannerist elements that add texture to the architectural composition along 
with localizing detailing such that the building “shaft” (main volume) is largely 
unadorned, heightening the attention and importance of the roofscape and 
associated eaves.

MATERIAL FINISHES
Indiana limestone, used in the 
construction of many high quality 
and notable institutional buildings 
of the period (and in continued use 
today) was used to finish the exterior 
walls of the Château Laurier.  The 
limestone matches the stone of the 
Neoclassical former Union Station 
directly across Wellington Street 
which was built at the same time 
as, and directly connected to, the 
hotel.  By matching stone type, the 
hotel responds to the Station, while 
the copper roofscape responds to 
its more picturesque neighbours on 
Parliament Hill.  Founding the roof of 
the Château Laurier are decorative 
eaves, projecting upper storeys 
complete with corbeling and vertical 
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elements.

SILHOUETTE
Like other Château and Gothic style 
buildings, the hotel’s silhouette is 
a critical element of the building’s 
character.  The silhouette is ideally 
suited to the different types of 
contextual environments that 
the building relates to, including 
the landscape of Major’s Hill Park, 
Rideau Canal and Ottawa River, and 
the more urbanity of Wellington 
Street and Mackenzie Avenue.  Architecturally, the Château’s silhouette is 
the result of the use of a wide range of medieval-inspired detailing including 
turrets, machicolations, and finialed and crocketed gables.

BRIEF HISTORY
The Château Laurier was originally constructed by the Grand Trunk Railway as 
one of their earliest attempts to provide deluxe hotels associated with their 
railway stations across the country, similar in stature to those provided by the 
competing Canadian Pacific Railway.  Eventually, the network of grand hotels 
associated with railway stations would include the Hotel Vancouver (1888, CPR), 
Banff Springs Hotel (1888, CPR, reconstructed 1926), Château Frontenac (1893, 
Quebec City, CPR), Place Viger (1898, Montreal, CPR), Empress Hotel (1908, 
Victoria, CPR), Château Lake Louise (1911, CPR), Royal York (1929, Toronto, CPR), 
Château Laurier (1912, Ottawa, GTR), Fort Garry Hotel (1913, Winnipeg,  GTR), 
Hotel Macdonald (1915, Edmonton, GTR) and finally the Queen Elizabeth Hotel 
(1958, Montreal, CNR).  In 1920 the Grand Trunk Railway was integrated into 
the Canadian National Railway.  While these grand hotels were constructed 
by different railway operators they all generally shared the same architectural 
style:  Château style.

The Château Laurier was constructed between 1908 and 1912, concurrently 
with the Union Station across Wellington Street.  Situated adjacent to the 
Parliamentary Precinct and on land originally belonging to the government 
(Major’s Hill Park), the construction created a great deal of controversy locally, 
especially with an architectural style that deviated from the Gothic Revival style 
that characterized other government buildings constructed in the area.  It is 
fortunate for the constructors that the Prime Minister of Canada at the time 
when the hotel was being considered was very interested in improving the 

In the early 1900s, Ottawa was a rough lumber town, unlikely to 
win any beauty contests!  In 1904 Prime Minister Sir Wilfred Laurier 
declared that the 20th century would belong to Canada.  The 
construction of the Château  Laurier Hotel and Union Station across 
the street (now the Government Conference Centre) brought a 
touch of glamour to the city and was the first step in creating a 
worthy capital for the new century.
 – Capital Walking Guide, Canadian Heritage 

OPPOSITE  West elevation of the east 
wing highlighting the high-pitched 
copper roof and the architectural 
flourishes that combine to create 
the building’s character-defining 
roofscape.  Also visible is a rooftop 
mechanical unit.
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conditions of the capital, to reflect the growing nation 
and its seat of government.  A deluxe railway hotel, 
appropriate for visitors, dignitaries and politicos was seen 
as a highly desirable  element by Laurier, so much so that 
he personally championed its construction.  

The original portion of the hotel includes the west and 
south wings, with 350 rooms, along with a series of 
banquet and social spaces.  It is interesting to note that the 
hotel did occupy land within the park, but its open L-shape 
was restricted to the edge, allowing the park to continue 
into this area (Refer to the Historic Images section below). 

A 240-room addition, fronting onto Mackenzie Avenue, 
provided an east wing along with convention and 
ballroom space situated within the resulting U-shaped 
plan on the lower levels.  Along with these elements the 
hotel also gained another notable feature, an indoor pool 
and therapeutic spa finished in an Art Deco style.  The 
last major addition occurred during the 1960s with the 
construction of the structured parking garage at the north 
end of the hotel’s site.

Over time the hotel has been home to a range of notable 
figures including Prime Ministers R.B. Bennett and Pierre 
Elliot Trudeau, internationally noted portrait photographer 
Yousef Karsh and a CBC Radio studio.  To mark his stay 
at the Château Laurier, Karsh presented 8 portraits to 
the hotel, which were augmented by an additional eight 
portraits by his wife.  These images are housed in the 
Reading Lounge and the Karsh Suite.

Centrally located within Ottawa’s downtown core, at a key 
location where town and crown intersect, the Château 
Laurier has played host to a “who’s who” of ceremonies, 
celebrations and guests over the years.  It is common 
to encounter parliamentarians or those on government 
business in the halls of the hotel or in one of the 
restaurants.  With its impressive banquet spaces the hotel 
is also a sought-after location for a range of events, all of 
which adds to the building’s place and role within the city. 
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THE PARKING GARAGE
Constructed during the 1960s, during a period of shifting transportation and 
access priorities in downtown, primarily associated with the implementation of 
the Greber Plan that included the removal of passenger and freight rail traffic 
from downtown Ottawa.  To respond to this loss the Château Laurier needed to 
provide a means of accommodating more customers arriving by car, resulting in 
the construction of a 4-storey parking garage at the north end of the building 
where the hotel meets Major’s Hill.  The parking garage is not part of the 
National Historic Site of Canada designation.

Walking along Mackenzie Avenue, the parking garage is set well back from 
the street to provide a surface parking forecourt and delivery marshalling area 
adjacent to the parking garage.  Finished in the same limestone as the rest of 
the hotel the garage’s height tops out at a height matching the lowest string 
course on the hotel marking the top of the building’s mezzanine level.  This 
masonry course is an important marker as it identifies the junction between the 
base of the Château Laurier with its restaurants, ballrooms, meeting space and 
ancillary spaces and the hotel rooms that rise from this base and extend to the 
underside of the high-pitched copper roof.  Separating the parking garage from 
the building’s lower levels is a lightwell providing natural light into the largest 
ballroom that extends across the hotel’s rear.  When constructed this ballroom 
would have had impressive views towards Major’s Hill Park, the loss of which 
changed the character of the space, which nevertheless is still impressive.

Along the north elevation of the structured parking garage there is a three-
and-one-half storey high continuous wall of limestone with inset stone arches, 
facing visitors in Major’s Hill Park.  While the wall is finished in the same material 
as the rest of the hotel, it provides an interface that is very abrupt, eliminating 
the opportunity for the hotel to interact with the park.  This is somewhat 
mitigated by heavy landscaping along this edge.

Facing the UNESCO World Heritage Site Rideau Canal, the parking garage, 
while functionally necessary, and fitting reasonably well, is not a use that takes 
advantage of its noble site.  Its impact is mitigated by the multi-level terraces on 
the western edge of the hotel along the Rideau Canal, marking the presence of 
the former location of the railway tracks leading to Gatineau.

A fifth elevation that is often overlooked is the roof of the parking garage, 
presenting open parking to those with views from above including from the 
hotel and from Parliament Hill.  Open parking, similar to the unadorned roof 
of the  banquet and service spaces is not considered to be in keeping with the 
natural location and dignified character of the Château and its surroundings.

OPPOSITE TOP  Wellington elevation 
of the former Union Station located 
directly south of the Château Laurier.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM  West terrace 
highlighting the relationship between 
the form of the parking garage and 
the west wing of the Château Laurier 
beyond.
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TOP  North elevation of the parking 
garage fronting onto Major’s Hill Park 
with the hotel proper beyond.
BOTTOM  View north from the upper 
level of the parking garage towards 
Major’s Hill Park, the National Gallery 
of Canada and the Ottawa River and 
Gatineau beyond.
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TOP  West elevation of the parking 
garage (center, mid-background) 
integrated into the lower portion of 
the hotel and somewhat buffered by 
a series of terraces along the edge of 
the Rideau Canal.
BOTTOM  View west from the upper 
level of the parking garage towards 
Parliament Hill.
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TOP  East elevation of the parking 
garage fronting onto Mackenzie 
Avenue complete with its parking and 
service forecourt.
BOTTOM  View east from the upper 
level of the parking garage toward the 
Connaught Building.
OPPOSITE  Looking west from the 
lower terrace adjacent to the parking 
garage, towards Parliament Hill with 
the fall colours of the heavily treed 
escarpment.
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NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE 
OF CANADA STATEMENT OF 
SIGNIFICANCE

The Château Laurier National Historic Site of Canada is an early-20th-century 
hotel located across from the Former Union Railway station in downtown 
Ottawa, Ontario. It sits atop the banks of the Ottawa River, overlooking both the 
river and the Rideau Canal. This picturesque hotel, constructed in the Château 
style is a commanding presence in Confederation Square, a national historic 
site of Canada encompassing some of the most recognizable historic buildings 
in the downtown core of the capital. Official recognition consists of the hotel 
building on the legal property on which it sat at the time of recognition.

HERITAGE VALUE
The Château Laurier was designated a National Historic Site of Canada in 1980 
because:

 □ It is a Château-style hotel, which is of national significance as an 
architectural type.

The Château Laurier, built between 1908 and 1912, was the first in a series 
of hotels constructed by the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company (GTPR) to 
encourage tourists to travel its transcontinental routes. From Quebec to Victoria, 
these Château-style hotels can be found near the railway stations in their urban 
environment, often in a dramatic location. The Château-style vocabulary used 
by the railway hotels evolved as a distinctly Canadian architectural type, and 
came to symbolize fine hotel accommodation. When the Château style began 
to evolve into a distinctly ‘national’ style of architecture, the physical proximity 
of the Château Laurier to the seat of the federal government led the hotel to 
serve as a model for the style. The constant reinforcement of this architectural 
image across the country provided a powerful visual expression of the bond 
that links these cities and regions of diverse cultural and geographic characters 
into a national unity.

The Montreal architectural firm Ross and MacFarlane designed the Château 
Laurier, and based their plans on designs created by New York’s Bradford Lee 
Gilbert. The pale Indiana limestone walls of the Château Laurier harmonized 
with the nearby Grand Trunk railway station, and the steep roof, turrets, and 
Gothic details of the structure ideally suited the character and climate of 
Canada. From 1916 to as late as the 1950s, the federal government insisted 
that all federal architecture in Ottawa conform in some way to this style. This 
is demonstrated in buildings such as the Confederation Building and the roof 
structure of the Supreme Court Building.

Sources: Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada, Minutes, June 1980, 
January 1981.

LOCATION 1 Rideau Street, Ottawa
COMPLETED  1912
ORIGINAL ARCHITECTS 
Ross and MacFarlane
DOCUMENT AVAILABLE FROM
http://historicplaces.ca/en/rep-reg/
place-lieu.aspx?id=14549&pid=0
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CHARACTER-DEFINING ELEMENTS
Key elements that contribute to the heritage character of the site include:

 □ Its romantic setting atop the banks of the Ottawa River and overlooking the 
Rideau Canal;

 □ Its proximity to Parliament Hill and to other federal government buildings 
in the Ottawa downtown core;

 □ Its irregular L-shaped plan;
 □ Its elements which typify Château-style railway hotels, including its massive 

scale, irregular silhouette, steeply-pitched copper roofs, ornate gables and 
dormers, towers and turrets, high-quality materials, and dramatic setting; 

 □ The smooth finish and pale tone of the exterior Indiana limestone walls, 
contrasting sharply with the ornate detailing above the eave-line;

 □ Its symmetrical front façade, defined by two octagonal pavilions, vertically 
accented by a strip of oriel windows;

 □ Its picturesque silhouette, created by a broad range of medieval detail, 
including turrets, machicolations, and finialed and crocketed gables;

 □ Its whimsical and delicate corner tower, inset deep into the wall;
 □ Its arcaded entrance loggia;
 □ Its close physical relationship with the former Ottawa Union Station, 

also constructed using pale, Indiana limestone, and its proximity and 
relationship with the Confederation Square National Historic Site of Canada 
and its affiliated buildings of national historic importance.

LEFT  Looking east along Wellington 
Street towards the Château 
Laurier and the Union Station with 
Connaught Square acting as a parking 
lot (circa 1936).  
Library and Archives Canada 
MIKA  334822
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PROVINCIAL STATEMENT 
OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 
SIGNIFICANCE

The Château Laurier at Rideau Street and MacKenzie Street, is recommended 
for designation as being of historical and architectural value.  Erected 1908-
1912 by the Grand Trunk Railway Company, and subsequently enlarged in 
keeping with the original architectural style, the hotel was built in the late 
Victorian French Château style, as designed by Montreal architects Ross and 
MacFarlane.  This was in contrast to the initial Gothic Revival proposal.  The 
romantic attractiveness of the Château Style became incorporated in a series of 
hotels across Canada.  Sir Wilfred Laurier was the first to sign the register.  From 
1930-35 R. B. Bennett resided here.  Over the years, the Château has served as 
a second home for many M.P.s and Senators, providing a dignified, hospitable 
and lively Ottawa residence.  

By-law 265-78
Plaque 1982

RIGHT  Looking north from the west drive along the Rideau Canal just south of 
Wellington Street  (c. 1930s).  Foreground landscape since modified is today less lush 
and more urban on this south side.  Library and Archives Canada MIKA  3518016
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EVOLUTION OF THE 
BUILDING

SOUTH & WEST WINGS
CONSTRUCTED  1908-1912
ARCHITECTS  
Ross and MacFarlane

LAC MIKA 3349304LAC MIKA 3325303

1912-1929 1929-1960s
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EAST WING
CONSTRUCTED  1927-1929
ARCHITECTS   
John S. Archibald & John Schofield

PARKING GARAGE
CONSTRUCTED  1960s
The 1980s saw a new porte cochère entry 
and conservatory addition (1985) to the 
south side.

Illustrations by MTBA1929-1960s 1960s - present
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SELECT HISTORIC 
IMAGES

1912-1927

TOP  Château Laurier with the 
Daly Building (demolished 1991) 
visible to the right of the image 
(circa1915-1927).
Library and Archives Canada 
MIKA  3325320
BOTTOM  Looking south towards the 
Château Laurier’s original south and 
west wings that hugged the edge of 
Major’s Hill Park (circa 1912).
Library and Archives Canada 
MIKA  3325297
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TOP  Southeast corner of the Château 
Laurier prior to the construction of the 
east wing.  Note the lower level  horse 
and vehicle access at the front of the 
building (circa 1916).
Library and Archives Canada 
MIKA  3325303
BOTTOM  Looking south from the 
Rideau Canal locks where they meet 
the Ottawa River up towards the 
Château Laurier.  By this point the 
railway tracks along the western edge 
of the hotel have been decked over 
(circa 1912).
Library and Archives Canada 
MIKA  3325297
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1929-1940

TOP  Looking northeast towards 
the Château Laurier with the former 
Post Office (demolished 1938) in the 
foreground (circa 1938). 
Library and Archives Canada 
MIKA  3319278
BOTTOM  Looking northwest at the 
Château Laurier with the interface 
between the new east wing and 
existing south wing (circa 1937).
Library and Archives Canada 
MIKA  3353637
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TOP  Aerial view of the Château 
Laurier with Parliament Hill’s East 
Block in the foreground and Union 
Station and the associated industrial 
accouterments visible on the right 
side of the image (circa 1939).
Library and Archives Canada 
MIKA  3358800
BOTTOM  Looking towards the 
north end of the Château Laurier 
from Parliament Hill, with a train 
car traveling along the tracks (since 
removed) located to the west of 
Major’s Hill Park.  The Château’s upper 
west terrace is in place by this point 
decking over the railway tracks, while 
the lower west terrace is not.  The 
newer East Wing is showing cleaner 
stone and less oxidized copper 
than the original West Wing.  The 
Connaught Building is visible beyond 
the park (circa 1930). 
Library and Archives Canada 
MIKA  3325342
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KEY CONTEMPORARY 
VIEWS

TOP  Looking south from the Ottawa 
River at the mouth of the Rideau 
Canal with Major’s Hill Park’s bluff on 
the left and the Château Laurier in the 
background.
BOTTOM  Interface between Major’s 
Hill Park and the Château Laurier.  
Currently this interface is limited to 
a largely unadorned stone wall and 
‘buffer’ landscaping. 
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TOP  West elevation of the Château 
Laurier where it interfaces with 
Confederation Square, Parliament 
Hill and Rideau Canal, each of which 
possess significant recognized 
heritage value.
BOTTOM  View of Major’s Hill Park and 
Château Laurier from the northeast 
corner of Parliament Hill.
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MAJOR’S HILL PARK

Major’s Hill Park has existed as open space in the heart of the National Capital 
Region since 1826 and was home to Colonel By during the construction of 
the Rideau Canal.  As Bytown evolved into Ottawa and the Nation’s Capital, 
Major’s Hill Park continued to gain importance as a critical landscaped space 
in downtown Ottawa.  The park is currently characterized by large trees, 
rolling lawns and winding paths that contribute to its picturesque quality 
with expansive views in multiple directions.  From the Ottawa River, the Park 
provides an appropriately natural bookend to the mouth of the Rideau Canal 
along with its companion, the heavily naturalized escarpment of Parliament Hill.  
 
This site’s prominence above the Ottawa River, was recognized early by Colonel 
By when selecting a site for his own home as, “on the eastern side of the bay, 
is delightfully situated the residence of Colonel By, the commanding royal 
engineer on that station. From his veranda the most splendid view is beheld 
that the magnificent scenery of the Canadas affords.” 1 By’s Residence would 
remain as the primary built structure within the Government Ordinance Lands 
that would eventually become Major’s Hill Park until 1848 when the structure 
was destroyed by fire.  

This 5.06 hectare green space was formally established as a park in 1875, 
initially leased to the City of Ottawa, after numerous failed attempts by the City 
to acquire Major’s Hill, for use as a centrally located greenspace.  During this 
period, the release of Crown lands and military reserves to local governments 
for use as exhibition grounds and green spaces was becoming more common.   
Examples of this type of transfer include:  Toronto’s Exhibition Park (1848), 
Kingston’s City Park (1852), Halifax’s Point Pleasant Park (1866), each preceding 
the transfer of Major’s Hill in 1874.

Built structures within the park include the remains of Colonel By’s house as 
well as the header house associated with a greenhouse complex that was 
removed in 1937-1938.  Over the year’s the Major’s Hill lands were considered 
for a number of prominent buildings including a Governor General’s “palace” 
in 1859 as part of the Dominion Parliament Buildings project and a National 
Museum in 1901.  Eventually the National Museum was constructed at the 
foot of Metcalfe Street, while the Governor General would take up residence 
in Rideau Hall.  It was not until 1909, when the Government of Canada sold a 
portion of Major’s Hill Park, at its southern end, to the Grand Trunk Railway for 
$1 million that another significant building would be constructed within the 
park borders.  The original Château Laurier hotel was completed along with 
the  new Union Station in 1912.  Plaza Bridge was constructed during the same 

1 David Gordon, Town and Crown:  An Illustrated History of Canada’s 
Capital (Ottawa:  Invenire, 2015) 48.

OPPOSITE PAGE TOP  Looking 
southeast from the Ottawa River, 
towards Major’s Hill Park and the 
mouth of the Rideau Canal with the 
Château  Laurier beyond. 
OPPOSITE PAGE BOTTOM  Looking 
north from the Château  Laurier 
parking garage across Major’s Hill Park 
today.
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period to replace Sappers Bridge 
and Dufferin Bridge, to create 
Connaught Place.

Another significant event in Major’s 
Hill Park’s evolution was the 
construction of the Inter-provincial 
bridge and its south run-up running 
along the western border of the 
land, completed in 1901.  The 
run-up was cut from solid rock 
with retaining walls that reached 
a height of 50 feet in places.  The 
run-up and bridge would remain 
in use by railways until 1966 when 
rail traffic was diverted from the 
downtown proper.  Streetcar service 
on the trackage was discontinued 
in 1946 after a fire destroyed a 
trestle at the north end of the Inter-
provincial Bridge (currently known 
as the Alexandra Bridge).  Eventually 
these tracks were removed and 
the bridge became an automobile 
and pedestrian bridge.  The stone 
retaining walls associated with the 
run-up remain in place marking the 
western edge of Major’s Hill Park.

The first embellishments to the new capital beyond Parliament Hill were an initiative of the newspapers and city 
government. The Major’s Hill, east of the Rideau Canal, had been reserved by the Crown for Ordnance purposes and 
then for the Governor General’s ‘palace.’ After Rideau Hall became the permanent vice-regal residence, City Council 
lobbied to be granted the land as a site for a new city hall, without success. However, a proposal for a public 
park on the Major’s Hill received federal support and the Department of Public Works leased the land to the city 
in 1874. City Engineer Robert Surtees designed the original park, which was completed in 1876 at a cost of $10,000. 
Unfortunately, some of Surtees’ rustic cedar embellishments began to decay within six years. City Council had little 
interest in funding the operations or maintenance of public parks, and returned Major’s Hill to the Department of 
Public Works in 1885, a mere nine years after it opened.
Town and Crown:  An Illustrated History of Canada’s Capital, 107
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CHRONOLOGY OF MAJOR’S HILL PARK & ADJACENT LAND
1827  Construction of the Rideau Canal starts and Sappers Bridge constructed

1832  Construction of the Rideau Canal completed

1848  By residence, located within Major’s Hill lands, is destroyed by fire

1855  Bytown is renamed Ottawa and incorporated as a city

1857  Ottawa named capital of the United Provinces of Upper/Lower Canada

1859  As part of planning Parliament Buildings on Barrack’s Hill, the Governor 
General’s Palace planned for a portion of the Major’s Hill land

1860  City of Ottawa unsuccessfully petitions the Dominion Government for 
ownership of the Major’s Hill lands for use as a park

1867  Major’s Hill hosts the first Dominion Day celebrations

1874  City of Ottawa successfully petitions the Dominion Government for 
ownership of the Major’s Hill lands for use as a park

1875  City of Ottawa regrades and begins landscaping Major’s Hill lands

1870s City of Ottawa considers the possibility of constructing a new City Hall 
on the Major’s Hill lands

1885  City of Ottawa returns Major’s Hill Park to the Dominion Government

1901  Major’s Hill Park considered as a site for a national museum

1901  Inter-provincial (Alexandra) Bridge is completed with its associated south 
run-up along cliff on the west side of Major’s Hill Park

1909  Dominion Government sells the southern portion of Major’s Hill Park 
to the Grand Trunk Railway for $1 million for the construction of the 
Château Laurier

1910-1912  Dufferin and Sappers Bridge demolished and the Plaza Bridge 
constructed

1912  Union Station and Château Laurier completed

1929  Construction of the Château Laurier east wing in completed

1939  Construction of the War Memorial is completed on Confederation Square 
and dedicated by King George IV

1966  Railway traffic into downtown Ottawa is discontinued

1960s Château Laurier above-ground parkade is constructed

1971  Colonel By statue erected in Major’s Hill Park

1973  Foundations of the By Residence uncovered
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LEFT  Artist’s view kooking towards 
the mouth of the Rideau Canal with 
Major’s Hill on the left by W. H. Bartlett 
(c. 1842).  passageshistoriques-
heritagepassages.ca.
BELOW  Sketch of lands that would 
become Major’s Hill Park and Château 
Laurier (c. 1847).  passageshistoriques-
heritagepassages.ca.
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TOP LEFT  Looking southeast from 
Barrack’s Hill towards the Major’s Hill 
Lands (c. 1861).  passageshistoriques-
heritagepassages.ca
TOP MIDDLE  Artificial pond 
once located near the north 
end of Major’s Hill Park (No 
Date).  passageshistoriques-
heritagepassages.ca. 
TOP RIGHT  Looking east towards the 
Major’s Hill lands.  Note the quarry on 
the right and Commissariat on the 
left  (c. 1873).  passageshistoriques-
heritagepassages.ca.
BOTTOM LEFT  Looking west 
from Major’s Hill Park towards 
the Parliament Buildings (c. 
1882-1909).  passageshistoriques-
heritagepassages.ca.
BELOW  South end of Major’s Hill Park 
(c. 1905) looking northwest.  The 
Château Laurier was built on this site 7 
years later  LAC MIKAN 3318945.
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ADDITIONAL ADJACENT 
HERITAGE CONTEXT

Construction on Confederation 
Square in its current form began in 
1938.  The triangular-shaped property 
takes advantage of a pre-existing 
bend in Elgin Street leading towards 
Parliament Hill’s East Block.  While 
the public space is an identifiable 
physical place with its own character 
elements, the manner in which the 
surrounding buildings and sites 
meet the edge of the Square define 
it.  The most well-defined edge is 
the southwest side which includes 
the Langevin Block, Central Post 
Office, Scottish Chambers and 
Central Chambers Buildings.  Edging 
the southeast side is park space 
associated with the Rideau Canal and 
the National Arts Centre that provide 
a more porous edge, opening the 
square to the former Union Station.  
Wellington Street with Parliament 
Hill’s East Block and Château  Laurier 
occupy the northern edge of the 
square.  They flank the Rideau Canal 
below, which frames the views north 
to the Alexandra Bridge, Ottawa River, 
Gatineau and Gatineau Hills beyond.

Heritage character elements include 
its continuing ceremonial use; 
associated viewsheds especially 
obliquely towards Parliament Hill 
and towards the Rideau Canal; down 
Elgin Street from the War Memorial 
and the views up Elgin Street, Sparks 
Street, Wellington Street and Rideau 
Street towards the Memorial; the 
various melange of buildings that 
frame the square including the 
spatial relationships, scale, stylistic 
eclecticism  and general harmony; 

and the War Memorial and Tomb 
of the Unknown Soldier in their 
location, footprint, volume, design, 
and materials.  Individual buildings 
are referenced in the Statement of 
Significance (S.O.S.) including those 
mentioned herein.  For the hotel the 
S.O.S. identifies the following: “...  
its footprint with its Château style 
design, original exterior materials 
and decoration, original design and 
materials of major public spaces, 
and use as a hotel.”

CONFEDERATION SQUARE 
NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE OF CANADA

Looking northeast across Confederation Square towards the Château Laurier.

Looking east toward the former Union Station (right) and the Château Laurier.

Looking northwest at the west edge 
of Confederation Square.
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RIDEAU CANAL & PARLIAMENT HILL 
NATIONAL HISTORIC SITES OF CANADA

Originally constructed for military 
purposes in case of further conflict 
with the United States after the War 
of 1812 and completed in 1832, the 
Rideau Canal and its 202 km length 
extending from Kingston, Ontario to 
Ottawa, is a largely intact example of 
a slack water canal from this period.  
As relations with the neighbours to 
the south improved, the canal was 
not required for military purposes, 
eventually being used primarily for 
commercial andpleasure boating.  The 

Canal was designated as a National 
Historic Site of Canada in 1926 and 
a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 
2007.  It is the oldest continuously 
operating canal in North America 
and its construction predates 
Ottawa’s elevation to National Capital, 
which occurred in 1857.  Located 
immediately west of the Château 
Laurier, the first 8 locks of the 
Canal, with their limestone basins, 
accommodate a total elevation 
difference of 24.1m.

Barrack’s Hill, a strategically located 
military base high above the 
Ottawa River and the Rideau Canal, 
with its commanding views of the 
surrounding landscape and the two 
regions that made up United Canada 
(modern Ontario and Quebec) was 
eventually selected as the seat for the 
new government.  Although it was 
a very young nation, a substantial 
complex of 3 Gothic Revival style 
government pavilions set within 
the picturesque landscape were 
constructed from 1859-1876.  During 
this construction, Canada would go 
from being a Province to a Dominion, 
thereby reinforcing the importance of 
this building complex.  

Originally the pavilions were 
conceived with Centre Block as the 
largest building but the varying 
heights of the towers created a 
balanced composition that did 
not necessarily favour a particular 
building.  This is a key characteristic 
of the Gothic Revival style, which is 
best viewed obliquely as opposed 
to axially (as is common in more 
Neoclassical schemes).  The East and 
West Blocks were originally designed 
by Stent & Laver, while the current 
Centre Block was designed by John 
A Pearson, after the original was lost 
in a 1916 fire, except for the Library 
on the north side.  The eventual 
construction of the new Modern 
Gothic Centre Block (1917-1920) 
with its prominent Peace Tower 
(completed 1927).

Looking southeast with the Parliament Hill escarpment on the right and Major’s Hill 
escarpment on the left.

Looking north down the first locks of 
the Rideau Canal towards the Ottawa 
River.

Looking west towards Parliament’s 
Hill’s silhouette from Château Laurier’s 
west Terrace
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MACKENZIE AVENUE/CONFEDERATION BOULEVARD

Mackenzie Avenue is paired with 
Sussex Drive in this area of downtown 
to form this leg of confederation 
Boulevard and provide access to and 
from the Alexandra Bridge leading to 
Gatineau.  The western edge of the 
street is defined primarily by Major’s 
Hill Park and the Château Laurier, 
resulting in a mixed natural and 
built character along this edge.  This 
characteristic was similarly applied 
to the eastern edge prior to the 
construction of the U.S. Embassy on 
an open space that fronted onto both  
Mackenzie and Sussex.  The other 
buildings that define the avenue’s 
eastern edge include the Tudor 
Gothic Connaught Building, designed 
by David Ewart and completed in 
1916 as well as a 2005 condominium 
replacement for the Daly Building at 
the corner of Mackenzie Avenue and 
Rideau Street.

Currently, the street’s design is heavily 
biased towards automobile traffic and 
security for the embassy.  There is a 
carefully controlled 2-tier promenade 
along the Park Side, providing a 
transitional edge in the Confederation 
Boulevard landscape ‘language’.  The 
2-block long continuous tinted glass 
facade of the Embassy is a visually 
dominating feature of the street, 
further affecting the street’s character 
with its multi-layered security 
perimeter.

At its northern terminus, the street 
now opens to views of the National 
Gallery of Canada and the Notre 
Dame Cathedral Basilica.

Historic image looking north along Mackenzie Avenue towards Notre Dame 
Cathedral Basilica.  Sussex Drive is visible on the right, while Major’s Hill Park is on the 
left. Library and Archives Canada MIKAN 4169672

Looking south along Mackenzie Avenue with the American Embassy on the left and 
Major’s Hill Park on the right, with the Château Laurier in the background.
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Chas. Shober & Co., “Bird’s eye view of the City of Ottawa, Province Ontario, Canada”, 
1876.  passageshistoriques-heritagepassages.ca.
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PROTECTED VIEWS 
CITY OF OTTAWA

City of Ottawa Official Plan Annex 8A Central Area Key Views 
and View Sequences of the Parliament Buildings and Other 
National Symbols, October 2006

Keypoint View

Key Views

View Sequence

Views of Centre Block

Area of Foreground 
Height Control

Area of Background 
Height Control

Body of Water

Railway

Central Area Boundary

City Boundary

Parliament Buildings

Château Laurier

6

Within the National Capital, there are a series of “protected” 
views as regulated by the City of Ottawa and the National Capital 
Commission.  These views are primarily concerned with key 
view protection of “National Symbols” from height and bulk of 
new developments.  This map shows the Château Laurier and its 
relationship to the City of Ottawa Official Plan View Sequence 
protection.
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PROTECTED VIEWS NATIONAL CAPITAL 
COMMISSION

City Blocks subject to Background Height Controls

Area of Foreground Controls

City Blocks in Ottawa’s Central Area

Control Viewpoint

Château Laurier

Parliament Buildings
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The series of “protected” views as regulated by the National Capital Commission 
are primarily concerned with key view protection of  “National Symbols” as 
well.  The maps and diagrams in this section represent a very brief summary of 
the content contained in the National Capital Commission’s “Canada’s Capital 
View Protection”, dated 2007.   While the views are very similar as those of the 
City of Ottawa, there are variations, for example, the NCC views include wider 
viewsheds for certain views including “View 16”.  The NCC “protected” views 
that may be impacted by a north addition to the Château Laurier are Views 12 
and 16, shown on the map on the opposite page.  As the design of the addition 
evolves, these views will be evaluated on an on-going basis making the form 
and architecture of any addition cognizant of the “protected” views. 

OPPOSITE  Areas subject to 
Background and Foreground Height 
Controls.  Highlighted Château Laurier 
added by author for emphasis.  NCC 
Canada’s Capital View Protection, p 82.
THIS PAGE TOP  Diagram of a 
Background Height Control Plane.  
NCC Canada’s Capital View Protection, 
p 86.
THIS PAGE BOTTOM  Computer 
generated image of the composite of 
Height Control Planes, looking North.  
NCC Canada’s Capital View Protection,    
p 99.
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LEFT Looking south from the 
north end of the Alexandra Bridge 
highlighting the landscape and 
buildings that make up the Ottawa’s 
riverscape.  The Château Laurier is 
located to the east of this view (NCC 
“Protected” View 6, see plan on 
previous spread).
BELOW  Looking southeast from the 
Portage Bridge at rue Laurier towards 
Parliament Hill.  The Château is 
hidden behind Parliament Hill (NCC 
“Protected” View 12, see plan on 
previous spread). 
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HERITAGE RESOURCES 
KEY MAP

                     Confederation Boulevard

CL. Chateau Laurier NHS
A. Parliament Hill NHS
B. Centre Block, FHBRO Classified
C. East Block, FHBRO Classified
D. West Block, FHBRO Classified
E. Library of Parliament, FHBRO Classified
F. Rideau Canal WHS, NHS
G. Major’s Hill Park
H. Connaught Building NHS
I. Byward Market HCD
J. Notre-Dame Cathedral Basilica NHS
K. La Salle Academy, FHBRO Classified
L. National Arts Cenre NHS
M. Sparks Street HCD
N. Langevin Block NHS
O. Lowertown West HCD
P. Lock Office, FHBRO Recognized
Q. Former Union Station, FHBRO Classified
R. Supreme Court of Canada, FHBRO    
Classified
S. Justice Building, FHBRO Recognized
T. Confederation Building, FHBRO 
Classified
U. East Memorial Building, FHBRO 
Classified
V. Sir John A. Macdonald Building, FHBRO 
Classified
W. Commissariat Building, FHBRO 
Classified
X. Maintenance Building (Former Potting 
Sheed), FHBRO Recognized 

City of  Ottawa/MTBA

SPARKS STREET

QUEEN STREET

D

R

S T

U V

O T T A W A  R I V E R

NHS: National Historic Site
WHS: World Heritage Site (Unesco)
HCD: Heritage Conservation District    
(Part V, Ontario Heritage Act). 
FHBRO: Federal Heritage Buildings 
Review Office

WELLINGTON STREET
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